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	A colorful guide to make your Android phone do your bidding


	The popularity of Android phones is simply exploding, so it's a perfect time for popular For Dummies author Dan Gookin to update his bestselling guide to all things Android phones. From setup and configuration to taking advantage of the latest amazing Android features, this practical resource is designed to make new Android users comfortable and to help veterans get the most out of their Android phone. Covering features that are common to the most popular Android phones, this book walks you through the basics of making calls, using the touchscreen, sending e-mails and texts, browsing the Internet, using the camera, staying in touch with social media, and so much more.

	
		Includes the Android essentials such as texting, e-mailing, accessing the Internet, using maps, taking photos, recording video, synching with a PC, troubleshooting, and more
	
		Shows how to expand your phone’s potential with the latest apps, music, movies, e-books, TV shows, and games available from Google Play
	
		Covers Android smartphones from leading manufactures including HTC, Samsung, Motorola, Nokia, and LG to name a few



	Android Phones For Dummies, 2nd Edition is your one-stop guide to getting things done and learning the ins and outs of your Android smartphone.
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Trauma: Emergency Resuscitation, Perioperative Anesthesia, Surgical Management, Volume ICRC Press, 2007

	Produced by a world-renowned team of trauma specialists, this source reviews initial management considerations beginning in the pre-hospital phase, continues through the primary and secondary surveys of the hospital-based evaluation process, and proceeds to the perioperative management of trauma, burns, and associated conditions. This...
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Quantifying the Value of Project ManagementProject Management Institute, 2002

	In today’s highly competitive marketplace, organizations want more from project management than on-time, under-budget delivery. Just like labor, technology and equipment, project management is seen as a corporate asset that is expected to contribute to the bottom line. It must deliver a profitable return on investment if it is to become...
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TensorFlow 2.0 Quick Start Guide: Get up to speed with the newly introduced features of TensorFlow 2.0Packt Publishing, 2019

	
		Perform supervised and unsupervised machine learning and learn advanced techniques such as training neural networks.

	
		Key Features

		
			Train your own models for effective prediction, using high-level Keras API
	
			Perform supervised and unsupervised machine learning and learn...
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Proteomics of Human Body Fluids: Principles, Methods, and ApplicationsHumana Press, 2007

	This volume is the first collection of applications of proteomics to analyze various human body fluids. Proteomics of Human Bodyfluids consists of two parts. The first provides basic principles and strategies for proteomic analysis of human body fluids. The second offers more details regarding methodologies and recent findings and clinical...
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Radar SignalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A text and general reference on the design and analysis of radar signals
As radar technology evolves to encompass a growing spectrum of applications in military, aerospace, automotive, and other sectors, innovations in digital signal processing have risen to meet the demand. Presenting a long overdue, up-to-date, dedicated resource on radar...
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Data Mining in Finance: Advances in Relational and Hybrid MethodsSpringer, 2000

	Data Mining in Finance presents a comprehensive overview of major algorithmic approaches to predictive data mining, including statistical, neural networks, ruled-based, decision-tree, and fuzzy-logic methods, and then examines the suitability of these approaches to financial data mining. The book focuses specifically on relational data mining...
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